Medical
Product Range
Wild Goose products are all made of
Genuine Australian sheepskin,
not wool on fabric material.
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Medical
Product Range
Made from genuine Australian sheepskins,
individually selected to have the highest density
and finest wool qualities. Proven to reduce
pressure and abrasion on the skin making
it ideal for pressure ulcer treatment and prevention.
These products offer pressure care for those
who are immobile, frail or in hospital and are
ideal for diabetes patients.
Comfort. Cool in summer and warm in winter
and absorbs up to 36% of its dry weight in moisture
without feeling damp.
Durability. The HiTemp Medical Sheepskin
range is urine & blood resistant
Suitable for use in the home, hospital
and nursing home

Elbow
Protector
MR-301
The Elbow Protector aids in healing
and also acts as a useful preventative
Treats and protects a specific
problem area.
Colour:
Green
Sizes:
Small, Large

Heel Protector
MR-201
The Heel Protector minimises
pressure on the heel while leaving
most of the foot free. Suitable for
those being treated for, or at risk
of pressure ulcers.
Colour:
Green
Sizes:
Small, Medium, Large
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Wheelchair Cover
MR-401

Day Chair Cover
MR-521

Chair Cover
MR-501

Specially designed for wheel chairs,
it can also be used as a back rest
or seat cover. An ideal choice for
regular users, keeping them dry
and comfortable. Aids in reducing
pressure points.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
40W x 93L cm
Padded lining, velcro straps

A more luxurious cover with extra
length to cover the back and seat of
a chair. Made from our medical grade
sheepskins and easily transferred
between a chair and the car this
provide comfort and pressure care
for users.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
50W x 140L cm
Padded lining, velcro straps

A portable seat comfort can be
carried around wherever you travel.
An ideal choice for regular users,
keeping them dry and comfortable.
Aids in reducing pressure points.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
40W x 48L cm
Padded lining, velcro straps

Overlay

Medical Rug / Underlay
MR-101

Foot Rest Overlay
MR-131

Suitable for anyone, anywhere.
Can be used on the bed, chair or
floor. Excellent choice for those
spending long hours in bed. Aids
in the prevention and reduction of
pressure ulcers by providing even
pressure distribution. Keeps the
skin dry by offering a high level
of moisture adsorption. The user
does not suffer irritation caused by
perspiration and wetness.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
60-65 W x 90-95 L cm
Natural shape

A luxuriously padded medical
sheepskin foot rest overlay to place
on the end of your bed, providing
a cost effective solution for
pressure care.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
30W x 70L cm
Padded lining

A comfortable pure Australian
medical sheepskin with a material
backing to ensure the comfort of
those spending long hours in bed.
Aids in the prevention and reduction
of pressure ulcers by providing even
pressure distribution. Keeps the
skin dry by offering a high level
of moisture adsorption. The user
does not suffer irritation caused by
perspiration and wetness. Includes
velcro strapping to make sure it
remains comfortably inplace.
Colour:
Green
Dimensions:
MR-125 Single bed 75W x 150L cm
MR-121 Day bed 75W x 125 L cm
Padded lining, velcro straps
Medical Product Range
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Available
in Mens &
Womens
Sizing.

Wrap Around Boot
MR-711

Soft Soled Cosy Boot
MR-721

Open Toed Care Boot
MR-761

Adjustable Velcro opening makes
the boot easy to put on and take off.
The special design allows feet rest
in snug and cosy boot.
Colour:
Green
Sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL

Popular with diabetes suffers and
those requiring pressure care.
This soft soled boot with adjustable
velcro opeing provided with genuine
Australian medical sheepskin uppers.
Perfect to slip on at home or to
provide additional comfort
while travelling.
Colour:
Green
Sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL

An open toed boot with extra
adjustability for those recoverying
from surgery or with swelling.
Made from medical grade sheepskins
with velcro opening at the top of
the foot for easy adjustablitly to
provide for your comfort.
Colour:
Green
Sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL

Care Instructions
Washable to 80˚c and is warranted
to 50 washes in hot water. Wash with
woolwash only. Ensure velcro is
completely closed to stop wool fluff
from sticking to the strap.
Do not dry in direct sunlight, tumble
dry on warm setting only

Size chart
AUST Men
AUST Women
UK
US Men
US Women
Europe

X Small
3-4
5-6
3-4
4-5
5-6
37-38
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Small
5-6
7-8
5-6
6-7
7-8
39-40

Medium
7-8
9-10
7-8
8-9
9-10
41-42

Large
9-10
11-12
9-10
10-11
11-12
43-44

X Large
11-12
11-12
12-13
45-46
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